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I would support the tram (if possible for the train and buses as well) free zone to be extended to the zoo stop for tram 58. As route 58 passes most important tourist track along the way: Peter Mac Cancer hospital, the royal melbourne and women's hospital, the royal Children's hospital as well the state netball center, and the zoo. We are a tourist state, to be able to attract more tourists and to facilitate the surrounding business will bring live into our economy. Most tourists won't have a car, and for them to buy a ticket to visit these places, they probably will give up the idea. We have a lot to offer along 58 tram, not only the hospitals also the schools from primary school to high school and university, we also offer best views especially the views to the new cancer hospital, classic architecture of University of melbourne, the zoo and the state netball center as part of our pride in Victoria. A lot of tourists come here to explore the education for their children, a free tram will make their first impression that we care about their needs.

Tourists already are paying their share into our state to contribute such as in their accommodation and restaurant food etc. The free tram zone will also help to bring the tourists to extend their stay in the out skirt area instead of everything in the city center. It will bring more business into these areas along the tram.
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